Personal Breakthrough Sessions...
Could a Breakthrough Session be the answer for
you right now?
What is a breakthrough session?
A Breakthrough session is extreme transformation on every level in a very short space
of time,….Yet when time is infinite – this is all we need!

Why is a Breakthrough session for you?
Have patterns that are repeating time after time in your life?
Is there anything in your life that is no longer serving you?
Do you feel like you need to make a breakthrough now, like something has got to
give?
Are you ready to transform beyond your wildest dreams, to realize your
potential and to be, do and have more of what you want in life?
If you could be do or have anything what would it be? Is there something that you
are not yet fulfilling that you feel like you should?

When you experience a Breakthrough session
what is it like, what does it involve?
During a Breakthrough session following your consultation, the session begins with finding
out what the key components are between you and the problem. There is always a
keystone a single element which rests in a hierarchy above many smaller less significant
problems, decisions and beliefs.
The key- stone is what when made, set the whole process in motion. What a Breakthrough
session does, is to reveal this, enabling you to learn from it and evolve beyond it, to
transform. Like Dominoes once the keystone is removed the whole problem disseminates.
Following with Time Line Therapy™ to release the negative emotions and limiting decisions
Which, fed the problem and ensure that the root has been thoroughly “cleansed”.
Much like the dentist! Now you are ready to create the life that you want, using techniques
from NLP ensuring you have the strategies, and emotional resource there in place.
Hypnosis where necessary to ensure the your breakthrough affects lasting change.
Assistance from the world of magic and Metaphysics – which is most suitable to your
evolution and will maximize your potential, and give you the greatest return on your
energetic investment.
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Then CYF™ coaching to ensure you have a full long range plan and map to lead you
forward towards what it is that you want to do, what you want to have, and when you
are who you want to be, you know then that you can.

How does it work?
Our previous clients reported massive transformation following a Breakthrough session.
Its like peoples minds are programmed in a way through their experiences, values, beliefs
and other layers inside, which act as either on of switches.
Often something’s can’t actually be processed because of a block or a key stone
Component, which exists in their neurology that is hindering this course of thought or
action in their neural network. Like a block or a black spot which whether they are
consciously aware of it or not is inhibiting the revelation of their true magnificence, stopping
their body or mind working in the way that it was originally designed – as perfection.
What a Breakthrough session does in realigns the neural pathways with, literally Breaks
through any of the components standing between them and what they want. Whether
regards health healing, performance, body image, relationship problems, finance – career
– you name it, the process is effective for rapid transformation in every.
After you book your Breakthrough session, you will be assigned some tasking following a
consultation with Victoria
You complete the tasking prior to the session and forward it to us for review.
The session itself usually lasts approximately 6 hours though you may find that by giving
100% to the achievement of your outcome that you finish in two hours.
Following the session youl will receive unlimited telephone, online or coaching Via email and three one
hour one to one sessions to ensure you are right on track.
W hat do you feel like when you do?
Imagine, you came to the session with something in mind, with something you wanted to
achieve from the investment of your time energy and resources in your potential.. The day
itself has gone by so quickly it’s as if time has warped. Beyond the Breakthrough your life
has transformed when we said you would walk out of the office into a whole new universe
you thought we were joking only now you know it is true.
Your perspective has shifted beyond your wildest dreams, the outcome you had at the
beginning is now a reality and day by day you reveal more and more of the magnificence
that you have been unaware of until now. Its clear in the way you feel – more energized
more motivated, creating more and more opportunities for yourself to shine like you had
previously only dreamed of. Everyone around you notices you sound different the quality
of your thought your action your relationships, your business and health have all improved
on a level beyond that which you knew before.
And all because you invested in yourself for a change.
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